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ABSTRACT

The optical conductivities of graphene layers are strongly dependent on their stacking orders. Our first-principle calculations show that while the optical conductivities of single layer graphene (SLG) and bilayer graphene (BLG) with Bernal stacking are almost frequency independent in the visible region, the optical conductivity of twisted bilayer graphene (TBG) is frequency dependent, giving rise to additional absorption features due to the band folding effect. Experimentally, we obtain from contrast spectra the optical conductivity profiles of BLG with different stacking geometries. Some TBG samples show additional features in their conductivity spectra in full agreement with our calculation results, while a few samples give universal conductivity values similar to that of SLG. We propose those variations of optical conductivity spectra of TBG samples originate from the difference between the commensurate and incommensurate stackings. Our results reveal that the optical conductivity measurements of graphene layers indeed provide an efficient way to select graphene films with desirable electronic and optical properties, which would great help the future application of those large scale misoriented graphene films in photonic devices.
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Since its first successful isolation from highly oriented pyrolytic graphite in 2004 using micromechanical cleavage method,\(^1\) graphene has attracted more attention because of its fascinating electronic and optical properties, such as its Dirac nature of charge carries,\(^2\)-\(^6\) its ultra-high electron mobility,\(^4\),\(^7\),\(^8\) as well as its universal optical or AC (alternating current) conductivity \((G(\omega) = \frac{e^2}{4h})\) value.\(^9\)-\(^13\)

Many interesting results are obtained from recent optical conductivity studies of graphene layers. E.g., the fine structure constant \(\alpha = \frac{G(\omega)}{\pi \epsilon_0 c}\), here, \(\epsilon_0\) is the permittivity of free space and \(c\) is the speed of light) can be experimentally obtained from the absorbance measurements of graphene.\(^11\)-\(^12\) Also, the energetically preferred stacking order, \(i.e.\) Bernal stacking (ABAB) or orthorhombic stacking (ABCA) of the graphene layers can be differentiated from the calculated conductivity spectrum in the IR range.\(^14\) In addition, the interlayer hopping rate parameter \(\gamma_1 (\gamma_1 \approx 0.35\text{ eV})\) of BLG with Bernal stacking can be experimentally obtained from optical conductivity measurements.\(^15\)-\(^16\)

In this letter, we report a systematic study on the stacking dependent optical conductivities of graphene layers both theoretically and experimentally. The band structure calculations of graphene layers with different stacking sequences are performed using the local-density approximation (LDA) within density-functional theory (DFT), with the Kohn-Sham equations solved with the projected augmented wave method as implemented in the VASP code.\(^17\)-\(^19\) Here, a kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV and k-point sampling with 0.05 Å\(^{-1}\) separation in the Brillouin zone are used.
Experimentally, the optical conductivity spectra of TBG samples with different stacking geometries (top layer rotates different angle relative to bottom layer) are obtained from their contrast spectra.

Figure 1a gives the calculated electronic band structure of SLG. As shown in this figure, the electronic band of SLG shows the linear dispersion around the Dirac point (K point). The energy span between the conduction and valence bands at M point is \(~ 4 \) eV, slightly lower than the value obtained by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and GW results \( (4.6 \text{ eV}) \),\(^{20-22}\) as the DFT calculations would normally underestimate the quasiparticle’s energy.\(^{21}\) Figure 1b plots the band structure of BLG with Bernal stacking, where the \( \pi \)-electron dispersion in the valence and conduction bands splits into two parabolic branches near the Dirac point.\(^{23}\) Due to the strong interlayer interaction, a band splitting \(~ 0.35 \text{ eV} \) appears at the Dirac point.\(^{15}\) Compared with those from BLG with Bernal stacking, the electronic band structures of TBG samples are much more complicated. Depending on the rotation angle between neighboring layers, TBG samples will be accompanied by the different unit cell and the various interlayer coupling strength, and therefore exhibit abundant electronic properties. Figure 1c shows the band structure of TBG sample with orientation angle of 21.8° (unit cell of 28 atoms). As can be seen, the SLG-like linear electronic dispersion is presented at the Dirac point which agrees very well with other group’s results.\(^{24-25}\) However, the enlarged unit cell of this TBG sample will fold its Brillouin zone, therefore shorten the linear dispersion range as well as reduce the energy span between the conduction band and valence band at M point. As the
band gap at M point shifts into the visible light range, \( \approx 2.77 \text{ eV} \), as shown in Figure 1c, the light absorption behavior of this TBG sample will be altered accordingly.

The optical conductivities of SLG, BLG with Bernal stacking and TBG sample with a 21.8° orientation angle calculated by Kubo formula \(^{10}\) are shown in Figure 1d which agree very well with other group’s results.\(^{10,26}\) In the visible light range, SLG and BLG exhibit almost universal conductivity behaviors.\(^{10-11,13}\) On the other hand, the conductivity of TBG sample is frequency dependent which has an additional peak located \( \approx 2.77 \text{ eV} \). This peak is induced by the electronic transition at the M point. We also calculate the electronic band structures of TBG samples with other orientation angles; top layer rotates 13.2°, 9.4° and 7.3°, individually, relative to the bottom layer. As the orientation angle decreases, more atoms are included in the unit cell and the energy span between conduction and valence states at M point decreases. Their band gaps at M point are 1.81 eV, 1.28 eV, and 0.94 eV for TBG samples with orientation angle of 13.2°, 9.4° and 7.3°, respectively. The electronic transition at M point of these TBG samples will induce an absorption peak in the conductivity spectrum, similar to the result given in Figure 1d. Figure 2a and b give the band structure and density of states (DOS) of TBG sample with orientation angle of 7.3° (unit cell of 244 atoms). As can be seen, the band gap at M point shifts into IR range (0.94 eV). Besides, the band folding and splitting appear in the visible light range resulting in additional features in its DOS spectrum correspondingly as shown in Figure 2b. It is known that the conductivity of graphene is proportional to the joint density of states (JDOS)
which can be deduced from its DOS.\textsuperscript{27} Therefore, the abundant peaks appearing in the DOS spectrum in the visible light range will induce more peaks in the conductivity spectrum. Based on above discussions, we could know that the stacking sequence (different orientation angle) would typically affect the electronic structures of TBG samples by reducing the band gap at the M point and introducing more bands in the visible light range. Both of them will distinguish the optical conductivities of TBG samples from those of SLG and BLG with Bernal stacking.

To demonstrate the stacking dependent optical properties of graphene layers, Figure 3 plots the absorption behaviour of BLG with Bernal stacking as well as that of TBG sample with orientation angle of $\theta = 21.8^\circ$. We can see that BLG with Bernal stacking shows a constant absorption ($\sim 4.6\%$) in the visible light region as a result of universal optical conductivity value.\textsuperscript{11} In the ultraviolet light region (300 nm-380 nm), its absorption deviating from constant value is due to the electronic transition near the M point.\textsuperscript{26} On the other hand, the TBG sample with $21.8^\circ$ orientation angle has frequency-dependent absorption behaviour in the visible light range as illustrated in the right side of the figure. Beyond the absorption at the ultraviolet light range, there is an additional absorption peak in the visible light region (highlighted by a red arrow) which is induced by the electronic transition at the M point with transition energy of $\sim 2.77$ eV. Our calculation results indeed predict TBG sample will present orientation dependent additional absorption peak in the visible light range rather than the constant profile from BLG with Bernal stacking. Since that makes identifying stacking
sequence of graphene layers much easy and applicable, therefore, such prediction deserves to be confirmed in careful experiments.

Experimentally, instead of performing absorption measurement, we obtain optical conductivities of graphene layers from their contrast spectra.\textsuperscript{13} Compared with the absorption measurement,\textsuperscript{11} the contrast measurement can be performed on any substrate; with better spatial resolution of micron scale\textsuperscript{28} and do not need suspended samples. The graphene samples are fabricated by micromechanical cleavage and transferred to the SiO$_2$/Si substrate. The TBG samples are prepared by simply flushing de-ionized water across the surface of the substrate, which contains the target SLG.\textsuperscript{19,29} In some cases, SLG samples are already folded after cleaving from graphite. The rotation angle between the top layer and the bottom layer can be determined by analyzing the geometry. The crystal axis of SLG can be determined by the graphene edge.\textsuperscript{30} Once the angle $\alpha$ between the folded edge and the crystal axis is known, the orientation angle $\theta$, which is the angle of the top layer rotates relative to the bottom layer,\textsuperscript{19} can be estimated as $\theta = 2\alpha$ or $\theta = 180^\circ - 2\alpha$.

In the contrast experiments, a tungsten halogen lamp (excitation range from 350 nm to 850 nm, through a 1 mm aperture) is used as the white light source. Both the scattered light and reflected light are collected in the backscattering configuration, using an objective lens with a magnification of 100X and a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.95. The white light spot size is about 1 $\mu$m.\textsuperscript{28} The detailed experimental setup can be found in reference \textsuperscript{31}.
The contrast spectra $C(\lambda)$ can be obtained by \(^{31-34}\)

$$C(\lambda) = \frac{R_0(\lambda) - R(\lambda)}{R_0(\lambda)}, \quad (1)$$

where $R_0(\lambda)$ is the reflection spectrum from the SiO\(_2\)/Si substrate and $R(\lambda)$ is the reflection spectrum from the graphene layers on SiO\(_2\)/Si substrate. According to Fresnel’s equation, under normal incidence,

$$R_0(\lambda) = r_0^2 = \left| \frac{r_{02} + r_{23} \cdot e^{-2i\phi}}{1 + r_{02} \cdot r_{23} \cdot e^{-2i\phi}} \right|^2. \quad (2)$$

Here, $r_0$ is the effective reflection coefficient of the air/(SiO\(_2\) on Si) interface, and $r_{02} = \frac{n_0 - n_2}{n_0 + n_2}, \ r_{23} = \frac{n_2 - \tilde{n}_3}{n_2 + \tilde{n}_3}$ are the individual reflection coefficients at the air/SiO\(_2\) and SiO\(_2\)/Si interfaces respectively. $\phi_2 = \frac{2\pi \cdot n_2 \cdot d_2}{\lambda}$ is the phase difference when light passes through SiO\(_2\) layers. ($n_0, n_2$ and $\tilde{n}_3$ are the refractive indices of air, SiO\(_2\), and Si, respectively. $d_2$ is the thickness of the SiO\(_2\) layer). The optical transfer properties of graphene are governed by the matrix, $M_g = \begin{bmatrix} 1 - \beta & -\beta \\ \beta & 1 + \beta \end{bmatrix}$\(^{13,33}\) and the reflection spectrum from graphene on SiO\(_2\)/Si as a function of the optical conductivity of graphene, is calculated as:

$$R(\lambda) = \left| \frac{-r_0(1-\beta) + \beta}{-r_0(-\beta) + (1+\beta)} \right|^2 \quad (3)$$

here, $\beta = \frac{e\mu_0 G(\omega)}{2}$ is 188.4 times the optical conductivity; and $c$ and $\mu_0$ are respectively, the speed of light and magnetic permeability in vacuum. Since the
contrast spectrum $C(\lambda)$ of graphene layers can be obtained experimentally, the optical conductivity spectrum $G(\omega)$ of graphene layers then can be obtained by solving Eq. (1), (2) and (3).

Figure 4a and b respectively show the optical and atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of pieces of folded graphene layers, which can be taken as TBG samples. Two different folded parts can be seen from the optical image whose boundaries are demarcated by the yellow dashed lines. In Figure 4b, the crystal axis of SLG as well as the folded edge is indicated by white dashed lines. From the geometry analysis, the orientation angle $\theta$ is $\sim 22.6^\circ$ for the left side TBG sample and $\theta$ is $\sim 13.7^\circ$ for the right side TBG sample. Figure 4c shows the contrast spectra of SLG, BLG with Bernal stacking, and TBG samples with $\theta=13.7^\circ$ and $\theta=22.6^\circ$. During the experiments, we have taken contrast spectra from different areas of the TBG sample and the results are the same. For SLG, its contrast peak is located around 557 nm with the peak intensity of $\sim 0.1$, while that of BLG with Bernal stacking has twice of the SLG’s intensity value, which is $\sim 0.2$. It also can be seen from this figure that the contrast peak of TBG sample has different profile or intensity compared with those of SLG and BLG with Bernal stacking. The optical conductivity spectra of SLG, BLG with Bernal stacking, and TBG samples are then derived from their contrast spectra by solving Eq. (1)-(3).

Figure 5, left column, from bottom to the top, individually shows the conductivities of SLG, BLG with Bernal stacking, and TBG samples with orientation
angle of $\theta = 7.5^\circ$, $10.6^\circ$, $12.5^\circ$ in the range of 505 nm (2.46 eV) to 705 nm (1.76 eV), while the right column gives the conductivities of TBG samples with orientation angle of $\theta = 13.7^\circ$, $22.6^\circ$, $53.2^\circ$, $54.6^\circ$ and $55.5^\circ$. Here, the normalization of the conductivities has been carried out. As shown in this figure, the conductivity of SLG is frequency independent with a value of $\sim \frac{e^2}{4h}$, while that of BLG with Bernal stacking has twice of the value, i.e. $\sim \frac{e^2}{2h}$, consistent with the theoretical predictions.

However, the conductivities of some TBG samples behave rather differently from those of SLG and BLG with Bernal stacking. E.g., for TBG sample with $\theta = 7.5^\circ$ (close to $\theta = 7.3^\circ$ in our calculation), its conductivity is similar as that of SLG in the low energy region (<2.03 eV (610 nm)). Following the increasing of photon energy (>2.25 eV (550 nm)), its conductivity gets higher with the value of $\sim 2.3 \frac{e^2}{4h}$, which is even larger than that of BLG. The observed conductivity of this TBG sample complies with the theoretical prediction very well, whose DOS spectrum given in Figure 2a shows the stronger absorption of the higher energy photons. While for the TBG sample with $\theta = 13.7^\circ$ (close to $\theta = 13.2^\circ$ in our calculation), there is a broad peak located around 595 nm (2.08 eV), with the height of $\sim 2.52 \frac{e^2}{4h}$. Its conductivity profile also matches quite well with the theoretical result that the electronic transition at M point of TBG sample with $\theta = 13.2^\circ$ will induce an absorption peak at ~1.81 eV. Meanwhile, for TBG sample with $\theta = 54.6^\circ$, its conductivity shows a sharp increase for the wavelength shorter than 570 nm (>2.18 eV). Those observed
orientation-dependent features in the optical conductivity spectra of TBG samples are consistent with their folded electronic bands from the multiple unit cells. Moreover, the conductivities of TBG samples with $\theta = 10.6^\circ$, $12.5^\circ$, $22.6^\circ$, $53.2^\circ$ and $55.5^\circ$, present only frequency independent universal values ($\sim e^2/2\hbar$) in the detection range, similar to that of SLG. The loss of frequency dependent optical conductivity of these TBG samples can be understood by their incommensurate stacking styles. For commensurate stacking of graphene layers, its Moire pattern is periodic, and there exists a unit cell to form its crystal structure. While for those graphene layers with incommensurate stackings, its unit cell is infinite large, i.e., there are no periodic structures. Therefore, incommensurate TBG can be viewed as two individual SLG because of the interaction between the neighbouring layers has been averaged out. As a result, the incommensurate TBG samples will show the optical conductivity with the universal value twice that of SLG. Based on above discussions, TBG samples with the orientation angles of $\theta = 7.5^\circ$, $13.7^\circ$ and $54.6^\circ$ which give additional features in their conductivity spectra can be viewed as commensurate TBG samples, while TBG samples with other orientation angles of $\theta = 10.6^\circ$, $12.5^\circ$, $22.6^\circ$, $53.2^\circ$ and $55.5^\circ$ whose conductivities are similar as SLG can be viewed as incommensurate TBG samples. We would like to note that we did not perform the DFT calculations on those TBG samples with orientation angles, e.g., $10.6^\circ$, $22.6^\circ$, $53.2^\circ$, $54.6^\circ$ and $55.5^\circ$ (as given in our experiments) due to their large unit-cell size or incommensurate stacking style.
Large scale growth of graphene is one of the critical steps towards practical applications of graphene.\textsuperscript{1,3-5} Many attempts have been developed to achieve fabricating large scale graphene films such as epitaxial grown on SiC\textsuperscript{2,37-38} as well as chemical vapor deposition on Ru\textsuperscript{39}, Ni\textsuperscript{40-41} and Cu\textsuperscript{42}. While the stacking order deviating from Bernal stacking is always observed on such large scale graphene films,\textsuperscript{24-25,40,43} the desirable frequency independent optical conductivities of those graphene films can’t unambiguously be obtained based on our study. However, the contrast measurement, as presented in this work, may distinguish the graphene films with different stackings and that makes the selective use of graphene films with particular electronic and optical properties possible.

In summary, first principle calculations show that the optical conductivities of TBG samples are frequency dependent in the visible light range, contrary to the frequency independent conductivities of SLG and BLG with Bernal stacking. Experimentally, the optical conductivities of TBG samples with different orientation angles are obtained from their contrast spectra. Some TBG samples show additional features in their optical conductivity spectra while others present frequency independent values in the whole detection range. Such controversy of the optical conductivities of TBG samples has been explained by the difference between the commensurate and incommensurate stacking styles. By performing optical conductivity measurements, graphene films with different stacking sequences can be clearly distinguished and selected.
Figure 1. (a) The band structure of SLG. (b) The band structure of BLG with Bernal stacking. (c) The band structure of TBG with orientation angle of $\theta = 21.8^\circ$ (unit cell of 28 atoms). (d) The conductivities of SLG, BLG with Bernal stacking and TBG with orientation angle of $\theta = 21.8^\circ$ calculated by the Kubo formula.
Figure 2. (a) The band structure of TBG with orientation angle of $\theta = 7.3^\circ$. (b) The DOS of TBG with orientation angle of $\theta = 7.3^\circ$ (unit cell of 244 atoms).
Figure 3 Left: Absorption of light by BLG with Bernal stacking. In the visible light range, there is a constant transmittance $\sim 95.4\%$ (absorption $\sim 4.6\%$) due to the universal optical conductivity value. At the ultraviolet light range (300 nm-380 nm), the deviation from constant absorption is induced by the electronic transition near M point. Right: Absorption of light by the TBG sample with $21.8^\circ$ orientation angle. Beyond the absorption at the ultraviolet light range, there is additional absorption peak in the visible light range (highlighted by a red arrow) which is induced by the electronic transition at M point with transition energy of $\sim 2.77$ eV.
Figure 4. (a) Optical image of a piece of graphene sample on SiO$_2$/Si substrate that contains two folded parts which can be taken as two TBG samples. The boundaries of the TBG samples are demarcated by the yellow dashed lines. The thickness of SiO$_2$ is 272.0 ± 0.8 nm measured by ellipsometry. (b) AFM image of the TBG samples. The crystal axis (i.e. edge of the SLG) as well as folding line is shown by the white dashed line. The angle between an crystal axis and folding line is marked by $\alpha$, and according to the geometry analysis, the orientation angle $\theta$, which is the angle of the top layer rotates relative to the bottom layer can be determined as $\theta = 2\alpha$ or $\theta = 180^\circ - 2\alpha$. The orientation angle $\theta = 22.6^\circ$ for the left side TBG sample and $\theta = 13.7^\circ$ for the right side TBG sample. (c) The contrast spectra of SLG, BLG with Bernal stacking and those two TBG samples.
Figure 5. The optical conductivities of SLG, BLG with Bernal stacking, and TBG samples with orientation angle of $\theta=7.5^\circ$, $10.6^\circ$, $12.5^\circ$, $13.7^\circ$, $22.6^\circ$, $53.2^\circ$, $54.6^\circ$ and $55.5^\circ$ which are obtained from their contrast spectra.
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35. The conductivity error will be amplified when the contrast value is approach to 0. For contrast value C=0.0939±0.005, the calculated conductivity error is ~ 11.7%, and for contrast value C=0.0059±0.005, the calculated conductivity error is ~ 135.4%, which makes the calculated conductivity unreliable at contrast value approach 0.

36. We have obtained the optical conductivity of single to four layers graphene and they are almost the same after divided by the layer numbers, and are frequency dependent. This indicates such deviation from the predicted universal optical conductivity of graphene is due to the artifact of the
system, most probably the NA effect. Therefore, normalization is carried for the experimental curves, such that the conductivity of single and few layers graphene are frequency independent, following the theoretical prediction.


